Bisbee, AZ
Office of the City Manager
10/30/18
To: Council
Fr: Robert E Smith
Re: CGI Communications
Council – We’ve received calls from a few local businesses asking about CGI Communications, and
I’m providing the following information for clarification.
Summary:
The City has taken the opportunity, at no cost or obligation, to have a professional video created by a
30 year old media company that has proven its ability to create quality media, and is endorsed nationwide. The production of that video has been overseen by the city’s Tourism and Marketing Manager
at my instruction, and offers businesses in Bisbee that want to participate, the opportunity to have
additional exposure of their brand and video linked to the City’s website. Businesses are not required
to participate, and CGI has received no information, compensation, or competitive advantage from
the City.
We hope to incorporate the City’s CGI video on our website soon, as it is recently out of production
and in final form.
CGI is a video production company endorsed by the US Conference of Mayors and the National
League of Cities, and provides free video programming and production, showcasing cities across the
US. Primarily these materials are used by Cities on their websites.
Details:
To date CGI has produced:
 Over 201,000 videos in the US,
 Highlighting almost 54,000 businesses
 Showcasing over 3,700 communities
 Content on over 4,400 websites
Find information about CGI here (https://cgicompany.com/the_process/mayors/) , with additional
details at the US Conference of Mayor’s website here
(https://cgicompany.com/the_process/mayors/slide9.html), and directly at CGI’s website here
(https://cgicompany.com/).
Please see Douglas’ video, produced by CGI at this link:
http://www.elocallink.tv/m/v/player.php?pid=w2a9B9A7x11&fp=azdoug17_wel_iwd
This video is used by the City of Douglas on their website at: http://www.douglasaz.gov/
When you click the video to watch it, you’ll notice several business logos around the outside of the
City of Douglas video. If you click one of those logos, it will take you to that business’ video, which is
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also produced by CGI. Douglas has 15 businesses/non-profits that decided to use CGI to produce
videos for them so they’d be linked to the City’s website.
The City pays nothing to CGI to receive professional production and video to use on its website and
can use (or not use) the video as the City likes on its own website. The viewable link for the video
offers other businesses in the City the opportunity to display their logos and their videos, if the
business wants to engage CGI to produce a video. Again – there is no obligation. Non-profits are
offered an opportunity to create a CGI video for exposure at no cost, and for-profit businesses are
charged a fee by CGI for the service.
Aside from its free use of the CGI video, the City has no cost or obligation to CGI, and provides CGI
with no information related to local businesses or non-profits. The city receives no compensation
from CGI, regardless of whether they create other videos for other businesses in Bisbee or not. And
like any other company in the US, CGI is free to approach any business at any time and ask them if
they’d like to create a video to advertise their business.
I and the City Tourism and Marketing Manager both believe that the City’s video will be beneficial to
its online presence/website, and we both would encourage local businesses to create additional
profile on-line that is available to smartphones. Towards those ends we both also encourage
businesses and non-profits to check out CGI’s services and consider participating in CGI’s
program/services.
Included below (as attachments) are:
1. The FAQs related to the City and its use of CGI to create a web based video for the City’s use.
2. The Letter used by our Marketing department to inform businesses in Bisbee about what CGI
is doing with the City, and to see if any businesses are interested in creating an advertising
video with CGI.
3. The typical timeline provided by CGI for production of a video, and
4. The agreement with CGI to secure a video for the City’s use.
CGI is also allied, through the US Conference of Mayors with SnapNation – a business directory of
over 7.3 Million businesses that are linked to CGI videos across the nation. This link will take you to
the SnapNation buisness listing/map: http://www.elocallink.tv/m/r/rt_geo.php?fp=1 -- round blue
circles are businesses on this map – some cities (like Sierra Vista and Douglas) have no listings in
SnapNation, as no businesses there have chosen to use the SnapNation listing/directory.
Additionally, the US Conference of Mayors is allied with GoCast:
https://cgicompany.com/the_process/mayors/slide7.html, A smartphone application that allows
Cities, Counties, an individual or business to capture video on their smartphone and upload it directly
to a business website instantly.
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